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ABsTPACT
The Illinois Master Plan-Phase IIT, which stresses

the urgent need for the state to achieve a completely integrated
system of higher education through consortia or regional Collegiate
Common markets (CCM), is actually not a new idea, but is in many ways
a revitalization of the philosophies espoused by William Rainey
Harper at the beginning of the twentieth century. A conceptual model
comparing the laissez-faire, or traditional system, with the CCM
delivery system is used as a backdrop for comparing Harper's ideas
with those concepts utilized in the present system of higher
education. Harper recognized the limitations of individualism in
education which resulted in wasted resources as each institution
attempted to be all things to all men. Instead, Harper envisioned
principles such as complementary individualism of institutions,
coordinated educational planning, interinstitutional resource
sharing, institutional conservation (as opposed to the present
Darvinistic system whereby the weak institutions are weeded out), and
campus inermigration, to be key guidelines in the ultimate
development of higher education. (AH)
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Recently the President of a West-Central Illinois community college

(Spoon River at Canton) proposed to the Executive Secretary of the State

Junior College Board and to the Executive Director of the State Board of

Hirlher Education that his area district and three others in the same .

leographical sector associate themselves into a consortium, or regional

Collegiate Common Market (CCM).1 The basic idea was that, without any

of the affiliating institutions losing their district identities or

sacrificing their local individualism, they might achieve significant

ecoromies by sharing some resources and by cutting out wasteful dupli-

catior of effort.-- particularly in the way of providing high-cost

te:nnical programs with low student-instructor ratios.

The President's position paper, however, went much farther. It

;A.1ested that the proposed consortium might, in time, be developed

tr, tr.e regional syst of higher education. Might not the associ-

14:i-xirlude senior institutions, both public and private, as well as

tne t.wo-year colleges? Could not all educational units within the

re,;ir, oe unified, by a comron objectivP related to statewide goals,

r; in inqrated 'i/ster?

-0 -,n-c?, the idea of a regional consortium of public and private

ir-,-.1,`Y.r; 1/ ''.;!Pr! like ., radical proposal -- or, at the very least,

%;



Ji itArtlinTh new and creative i1ea. That the idea is creative, there

.:1 re little aoubt. But new? .dell, not really. The fact is that the

Leas -- ideas which clearly reflect the modern systems way of think -

-- ; back, in Illinois, far it to the past.

1 r'

..st .10te, first of all, tnat the President who authored the con.

tY:..n,.!sal was -erely sugqesting, in somewhat more concrete terms,

,ne oard of Hi-01er Education itself had earlier recommended

..;14.. In its ',!aster Plan-Phase III, published in May, 1971,

: stressed tne urgent need for the State to achieve a completely

i--.exate.; sista of hi;her education -- one which would make maximum use

.111 e,istin; resources, both public and private -- and had suggested,

ea,s to this end, the aevelovent of proposals for CCM cooperation

ni+e tne ulti ate objective of a common market is the statewide

resources, progra:.,s, and opportunities," said the Board,

.

: ;r ay be the first step in many program areas."2

,t basic ideas of a CC -- interinstitutional cooperation and

y :
nack .Jch farther thin Master Plan-Phase III. They go back,

Piirey larper and the turn of the century, or about

1t7 a ,:e.t,Jry Anile virtually everyone in the community-

'' "`,w; ;laruer was the father of the junior college,"

mr,! creative and energetic Biblical scholar who

frro scratch and who served as its first

r1;" wi; .0-!ern systers thinker par excellence.

.!. livr)cate, and indeed pronhesized,

-'1 3
-.Frif-.)tioh which are just now beinq

1.1tc,!S.



Let us see, then, how some of the CCM ideas which the Illinois Board

of Hi:;he Education expresses in Master Plan-Phase III match those which

). HAroer, perhaps the iltost brilliant educational organizer who ever

apneared on the Awerfcan scene, enunciated long ago. Such a comparison

iv help to Jispel the notion, still current among some, that proposals

!',:r an Illincis Collegiate Common Market are either "radical" or brand

an analysis, we perhaps may be permitted to construct a

conceptual ';odel of a CCM, regional or otherwise. Such a model,

Con; itn a contrasting description of the traditional or laissez faire

;.iste cf. niper education, is shown in the accompanying chart.

-nis illustration shows, the most fundamental concept, applying

Dotn the :aissez faire and the CCM systems, is that of a Field of Edu-

Ational Activity. This field may be a region within a state, a state as

1 Nnole, %)r, perhaps, even a grouping of several states. Within it, of

-irj things are going on besides educational activity, but it is

oc ictivity which is the focus of our immedia to interest.

concept shown in the chart is that of Institutional

-- an idea which, again, pertains to both the

thr., systes. .fl thin the field of educational

*-Py in3-,itutions, both public and private, which are formally

nr;v.ile iarie1.4 r niher educational services -- many

- s .1

sis*.es , 50 to speak.

!

a,1 Tiversity is, indeed, a striking

`ie!1 rif educationai activity. Presently

; i infi private ins ti tutions, includ-

30? e of which have
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established branch calauies. It was, in fact, the large number and

variety of institutions of higher education which, back in 1961, more or

less forced the IPinois General Assembly to create the Board of Higher

Education and to mandate the development of a Master Plan for coordinat-

ir; the .ultitude of delivery systews.

rre we -ay note that, were he alive today, William Rainey would

Jouttlessly :;ive hearty approval to the planning and coordinating work

4nicn is now beinq done by the Illinois Board of Higher Education and its

f;wr sJDordinate units, which include the Junior College Board. At the

turr of tre century, as today, the American field of educational activity

W13 'irked by treat ii.stitutional multiplicity and aiversity (small, weak

lerzvirational colleges were particularly abundant); and Harper, whose

whole life, according to Storr, was "an unceasing pursuit of unity,"3 was

rer,.:lte:.! by the lack of systeN: and order which he saw on every hand.

our tho...sands of educational institutions," he lamented in

-43, tnere is at present no trace of system or order."4

;n he iived ir an ate which championed the laissez faire notion

,;ier- little -ore than keep order, enforce contracis,

: 7rinte ooperty, miroer clearly recognized the limitations

in education. In 1899, speaking before a group

tnat, i^ ti!e, the great waste which resulted

17.-A diversity would be partially over-

: i state of the union of some such agency

=r :,ip-rsity of New York, to which shall be

-.:-r:sr.; cducational affairs of the state."5

1: . 'r ! ulti. ate development of a third

y..:1 ride] -- the idea of Coordinated



Eduptional Plannia. As can be seen from the chart, this concept con,.

trasts strongly with the corresponding laissez faire practice of "unilateral

planning" -- the universal practice in Harper's day and still the dominant

one in !:;ost fields of educational activity today. In order to shift from

a traditional to a CCM syster of educational delivery, the political and

educational leaders of a field of educational activity must replace

unilateralis:. with coordinated planning and action. In Illinois, the State

^as beef, in the process of ;laking this change ever since Master Plan-Phase I

'Lis approve:1 by the General Assembly in 1965.

For still another CCM concept, we have, from the chart, Complimentary

:nziividualis1, which is designed to replace what Harper aptly called

in,lenend2nce." In a CCM sl,stem of educational delivery, the many

different institutions, public and privlte, will all strive, through care-

fully defining their respective Ilissions and scope of activities, to become

zoroli-entary individualists. That is to say, rather than all trying to

,;o7er the sa-e ground. and do the swine things, each institution will, as

tne :llinois board of Higher Education says, "develop those areas where it

be superlative and distinctive. "6

7ne T:oard adds that the very condition of institutional multiplicity

diiersity favors this kind of coinplementarity. "The fact that differ-

institutir.ns do different things well and no institution does all

trir ;; 3.zer:itively," it says, "..akes it appropriate to develop one

a: on; the -any campuses. "7

5n }pat the syste-s-i.linded Harper would have appreciated

hi; own *e that virtually all the colleges and

the whole field of human knowledge,"

the s-aller institutions no single



JisLipline receive6 "even decent attention," Harper exclaimed: "Why do

intelligent en continue thus to sin against reason and God by bringing

snarls and reproach upon a cause so holy as that of higher education?"3

And again, scholarly investigator of the Old Testament that he was,

oarper, who on:e said that 'the foms of thought of the ancient Hebrews

-ade a deep i:lpression upon !'y Hnd,"9 made a prophesy. The time would

cvr, he credicted, when educational institutions would "cultivate

and when 'one institution will give a large measure of its

stren3tn and ener;v to the development of a department of history or

odlities, another to physics and chemistry, and another to the biological

0
scierces ....

,1The foolish and wasteful practice by which each insti-

Lition tried to be all things to all men would, in the enlightened future,

be changed by the establishment of colleges for particular purposes."11

Closely allied with the idea of complimentary individualism is the

ordoosed concept of Productive Interinstitutional Rivalry. Though

the syste-s way of thinking devands that institutions compliment, rather

than directly copete with one .a.other, it in no way implies that they

ire to '.Je river, the oppertunity to grow soft and self-satisfied. Every

irstitution, negarcless of its scope or mission, can be encouraged to

stri4.72 `or card achieve egcellence in "doing its own thing," so to speak.

ahlesr.,-e 'r Droductive interinstitutional rivalry will then result from

,r,te-otn; to accorplish the goal of excellence faster

i"".! ',t(;er :voli,entany institutions within the saute system.

:9r:0, thought 30. Under a system of

. r:`,1/7 , re -AP., the whole syster would profit from

: "Jfne''. rii!iri." 1r ti- e, he believed, this kind of

'netty jc?alousies and rivalries

.p.; d r ; 1-M !Infjr, CY_RIC;j*. iona1 work. -12



Gci., down the list of CCM concepts shown in the chart, we see that

the neAt one is Interinstitutional Resource Sharing. The very sine Ta non

of the Collegiate Comnon Market ideal, the practice of this concept is

designed to overcome one of the chief evils of the laissez faire delivery

system -- wasteful duplication of resources.

Today, in Illinois, it is particularly urgent that institutions at

All levels of higher education learn to avoid this kind of waste. As

master Plan-Phase III points out, it is now abundantly clear that finan-

cial resources available to higher education will be far less plentiful

in the 1970's than they were during the heyday of the post-Sputnik era.

Yet, excellent progress and growth can still be made -- not, though, by

expanding facilities and other resources, but rather by making more

extensive and efficient utilization of existing resources.

In line with this critical need, the Board of Higher Education has

s.,;:ested a large nurber of ways by which consortia of cooperating

institutions, whether associated on a statewide or on a regional basis,

. si,;nificantly reduce waste by sharing some resources. It notes,

f7,r eAliple, that great economics could be achieved through the cooper -

:tike sharing of corouters, library books, and even instructional personnel.

Anile these ideas ;lay sound brand new, Harper spoke in almost identical

ter-s -ore than seven decades ago. He, of course, did not use the term

Corron Market, but he did suggest that the colleges and

iriiersities 'of a geographical district" might well associate with one

7r,trer, ard ...hat the .e-bers of such associations could profitably share

r:e ob;eried, ar:oni other things, that "there is no

rc?!;';r why i -;reat in a particular department might not be the

i4!ri-1; fie iViit'itirgri,"13 thus securing for the small



college "privileges which today are far beyond its reach." Again, sound-

ing much like the Illinois Board of Higher Education of today, he said

that one key advantage of a consortium of small colleges and a large

university would be "the loan of books and apparatus to the colleges by

the university. n14

In addition to providing an arrangement for the sharing of resources,

programs, and opportunities, a CCM system of integrated higher education,

as the chart shows, will attach considerable importance to what is perhaps

an even nore significant concept -- Campus Intermioration. Always impor-

tant, the idea that within a field of educational activity students should

enjoy the advantage of moving freely from campus to campus (and without

loss of credit!) as they pursue their educational goals has assumed new

urgency with the recent publication by the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education of Less Time, More Options: Education Beyond the High ghool

(m:Graw-Hill, 1971). Among other things, the Commission recommends that

'opportunities for higher education and the degrees it affords should be

available to persons throughout their lifetimes, and not just immediately

after hir school.' 15

The Illinois Board of Higher Education is taking this and other

Carnegie Commission recommendations seriously. "Ideally," says the Board,

'the student in the Illinois integrated system, whatever his age, whatever

his educational background, would have access to the resources of the

entire syster."16

the sare subject -- the need for permitting students to migrate

freely fror campus to carpus -- William Rainey Harper spoke and wrote

alost ossionately. he artificial barriers which laissez faire

erecter: to prevent student intermigration, he said, represented



"loss and injury . . . which it is impossible to compute," adding that the

"foolish independence and selfishness" of such institutions "seem wholly

unworthy of the higher cause in which universities are engaged."17 This

great waste, he went on to say, "could be reduced, if those who suffer it

were to cooperate intelligently."18

Another extremely important concept of the proposed CCM model is that

of Institutional Conservation. In the harsh Social Darwinistic world in

which Harper lived and worked, the fierce struggle for "survival of the

fittest" was supposed to "weed out" the small, the weak, and the "unfit,"

and to the untimate benefit, ostensibly, of the system as a whole. Under

the conditions of the more humane and sensible modern world, however, no

field of educational activity can afford to sustain the economic waste of

letting any of its institutions, whether public or private, succumb to the

law of the jungle. A basic idea of the integrated-systems or CCM way of

thinking is that all institutions, regardless of the dominant source of

their support, can be conserved -- indeed, not only conserved, but

strengthened.

Like most other states, Illinois now has a rather large number of

private schools which, for some decades now, have been subjected to the

weeding-out form of "progress." In publishing Master Plan-Phase III, the

hard of Higher Education noted that included among "the most urgent of

critical factors" whicn signalized "the great need to utilize more effec-

ti/ely all existing resources available to the State" was "the almost

uri4ersal financial and enrollment shortages of the private colleges and

uriversities."19

71%6, said the 9oard at another point, Master Plan-Phase III "accords

irterinstit.Jtional programs a high priority throughout the State. In this



context, the private sector must be strengthened if it is to be a viable

partner in this cooperative endeavor."20

Like the Illinois Board of Higher Education, William Rainey Harper,

who in his own day was sometimes unjustly accused of designing to create

a Rockefeller-like "educational trust" with his affiliation plan at the

University of Chicaco, valued and wished to preserve small, viable colleges,

whether public or prig ate. In the words of Eells, Harper "believed

strongly in the small college, and was perhaps the best friend that it ever

had."21 And, to quote Goodspeed, Harper, in establishing the Chicago

affiliating and cooperating plan (which represented, perhaps, the best

example of an educational common market that ever existed in this country),

Harper aimed not to destroy or "take over" the small colleges of the

middle West, but rather "to assist them in raising their standards, to

add to their prestige, and to strengthen and upbuild them."22

From Harper's own writings, it is clear that he recognized that

"regional common markets" represented one significant way to utilize and

thus to preserve at least the more viable of the multitude of small

colleges which dotted the landscape at the turn of the century. A cooper-

ative "relationship entered into by the colleges of a certain district,"

he said, "would dignify the work of the small college and secure for it

place side tot side of the institutions under state control."23

But sTall, weak colleges were not to be saved merely for the senti-

:.ental sake of saving them. The real goal -- the thing which Harper

held always uppermost in mind -- was to create something which in his own

ti.,e did not exist at all, and which is only now coming to exist in

Illinois and in a few other states -- a truly integrated system of higher

ethication.



"The association of the colleges of . . a geographical district

with each other, and the close association of such colleges with the

universities," he said, speakinj very much as an ardent CCM advocate,

"will contribute toward a system of higher education . . ., the lack of

which is sadly felt in every sphere of educational activity."24

It may seem paradoxical that Harper, an intellectual prodigy who

earNed his Ph.D. from Yale before he had turned nineteen, who delighted

in the study and teaching of Hebrew and several other ancient languages,

and who dedicately pursued one of the most esoteric of all fields of

scholarship (Biblical criticism), was, at one and the same time, a modern

systems thinker far excellence. And yet, that he most certainly was.

And, like his counterparts of today, Harper conceived of a system,

not as a rigid and mechanical thing, but rather as a set of responding,

flexible, and orderly growing parts. Noting that a true educational

syster "will secure results which no institution of its own strength

could secure,"25 he maintained that the very fact that it is a system

'carries with it the idea of growth, and growth means change."26

Thus we come to a final element of the proposed CCM model -- the

concept of Creative Flexibility and Orderly Growth. In a well-conceived

CC'" syster of educational delivery, there will be no cumbersome

bureaucracy or other rigid organizational structure. Instead, there will

be participating institutions flexibly adapting to new environmental

conditions and pursuing planned, orderly growth. And the bonds relating

the into r3 whole by no means need to be formal lines of authority, as

fr the typical organizational chart. Instead, as Harper suggested, the

ties car be "spiritual, and as such stronger than merely formal connections

:ould possibly becolie."27



In the contrasting laissez faire delivery system, as can be seen from

the chart, the Social Darwinistic weeding out of the "unfit" ultimately

leads to the survival of overly large, rigid, and frequently highly dis-

liked institutions -- institutions which, much experience shows, tend to

breed student depersonalization, alienation, and sometimes outbreaks of

campus disorder. To prevent the development of such monsters in Illinois,

the Board of Higher Education has established enrollment planning maxima

for each of the State's thirteen public senior institutions of higher

learning, and also has limited their enrollment increases to not more than

1,000 students in any one year -- a provision which should help to revive

the small private colleges while also expanding the already highly important

role which the two-year community colleges play in the entire system.

But while institutional size is to be limited, the Board puts no

intrastate restriction on the geographical scope of possible CCM fields

of educational activity. Ultimately, as has already been noted, the Board

hopes to convert the entire State into an integrated Collegiate Common

Market.

Similarly, back at the turn of the century, William Rainey Harper,

while recommending relatively small associations of institutions "in

certain geographical districts," recognized that the basic ideas of

cooperation and sharing could be realized, theoretically at least, on

almost any scale. Thus it was that he proposed what is perhaps his most

a:-bitious example of systems thinking -- the establishment of "a national

...adversity."

By a "national university," Harper meant, not an institution which

would be in competition with state and private institutions, but rather a

consortium of scholars and investigators drawm from the fifteen or twenty

-12-



really first-class universities which he believed this country capable of

supporting. These scholars, while retaining their positions with their

respective universi ties, would fore a federation in Washington, where

they would make "proper use of the great scientific treasures of all kinds

which have been there collected."28 Representing the nation's most dis-

tin,luished faculty, these scholars would teach as well as carry on research.

Students frog' all parts of the United States, though they could continue

to be students of their respective colleges and universities, would be

ber-itted to study at the national university "whenever it is to their

Ithantas;e to do so." Such a plan, said Harper, "would lead to unity of

effort" and would "secure a system in our work, the lack of which all

ccrcede."29

-oiay, educators ,:ay or may not agree that a "national university"

would be a desirable innovation. But almost every sincere worker in the

oc nilher education can agree with Harper on one final point.

it is our duty," he said, "to see that . . . /5ur7 work is performed

it sJch a "anner as to produce the greatest possible results with the

bossible waste."30

That was the very thing which the Spoon River College President had

it i when ne recently proposed that his own area district and three

:iest-Central Illinois associate themselves into a regional

ml;:ilte ;only' 1..arket. His proposal may well be the beginning of the

rite ,Jele:oor.ent of a wholly integrated system of high education for

the sor.etning which Rainey Harper, as ardent a systems

-,nir-wer is the A;-eri-Ar educational world has produced, would have been

:r),:iFf.:!r1 to '1/0 7;=!,?t `_eke of ace before his untimely death in 1906,
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